Common Interview Errors
Knowing and understanding common interviewing errors and biases
helps interviewers think about steering away from these mistakes.
1. HORNS/HALO ERROR
The interviewer generalizes his/her view of the candidate based on just one aspect of the candidate’s
performance, whether good or bad.
Example: Susan makes a positive initial impression on the interview team because of her background in trial work.
She aced the answer to the first question that was about trial preparation. However, the rest of her answers were
weak and rather vague. The team rates all of her answers very high due to the “halo” the formed with her answer
relating to her experience at trial.
2. FIRST IMPRESSION ERROR
The interviewer develops an initial positive or negative judgment of a candidate and allows that impression to
distort the ratings.
Example: A candidate, dressed rather casually and sort of disheveled looking, comes into the interview. The
team rates him very poorly on all of his answers even though some of his answers actually match the best possible
answer. His appearance is driving the ratings rather than his actual answers.
3. STEREOTYPING ERROR
The interviewer generalizes the rating based on the group or type of person rather than the individual’s answers
to the questions.
Example: Joanne is an excellent M&A associate with a well-rounded background. Her responses to the questions
are well thought out. However, Ed does not believe that women make great corporate lawyers and there are no
female corporate partners in their group, and so he rates her answers lower than the male candidates.
4. SIMILAR-TO-ME ERROR
The interviewer evaluates the candidate who resembles themselves higher than they do others.
Example: Helen attended UCLA law school and knows a lot of the alumni in the community. She rates one of the
candidates very high on all of his answers after hearing that he attended UCLA law school as well.
5. CONTRAST ERROR
The interviewer evaluates a candidate by comparing him/her to another candidate rather than to a standard.
Example: The team has 3 people to interview. The first two candidates are poor. As a matter of fact, the team is
wondering how those two got through the screening. The third candidate gives average, but acceptable answers.
However, next to the first two candidates this candidate looks good, so her answers are rated higher.
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